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1. Comparison Between Acoustic Streaming Induced Drag Forces and Acoustic Radiation Forces 

From Equations (14) and (15), the acoustic radiation force magnitude can be calculated by
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starting drag force magnitude can be calculated by 2p
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using the post-processing functions of COMSOL Multiphysics, we can plot the patterns of the 
acoustic radiation force magnitude and the acoustic streaming induced starting drag force magnitude 
in Figure 2 (four vibration sources with the same initial phase), as shown in Figure S1. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure S1. (Color online). Acoustofluidic field excited by four vibration sources with the same initial 
phase. (a) Acoustic radiation force magnitude. (b) Acoustic streaming induced starting drag force 
magnitude. 

For the case of four vibration sources with the same initial phase, the maximum acoustic 
streaming induced drag force magnitude is about 1.8 × 10−12 N, while the maximum radiation force 
magnitude is about 8 × 10−12 N, and that is the reason why micro particles can rotate with acoustic 
streaming vortices and aggregate in the cavity center simultaneously.  
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Also, we can plot the patterns of the acoustic radiation force magnitude and the acoustic 
streaming induced starting drag force magnitude in Figure 4 (four vibration sources with different 
initial phases), as shown in Figure S2. 
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Figure S2. (Color online). Acoustofluidic field excited by four vibration sources with different initial 
phases. (a) Acoustic radiation force magnitude. (b) Acoustic streaming induced starting drag force 
magnitude. 

In summary, the streaming-induced drag force and the radiation force are both needed in the 
calculation of 1-um-diameter particle trajectory simulation at 5 MHz. However, compared with the 
streaming-induced drag force, the influence range of acoustic radiation force is mainly around the 
edge of vibration sources and sometimes can be neglected. In order to ensure the accuracy of 
calculation and the completeness of theory, both acoustic streaming induced drag forces and acoustic 
radiation forces were considered in our particle trajectory simulation. 

2. COMSOL File 

A COMSOL simulation file of Figure 1 (Two vibration sources with the same initial phase, 
version 5.4) is available online: https://pan.baidu.com/s/1Rnc6kec-cDI2iNvJhjtUnQ (extraction code 
is x1zy). 
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